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Many of you will remember that Louis (infected hemorrhoids and all) was the 
feature of the Falcon Rehab™ Prone Cart. Now he has competition. Move 
over, Louis, or learn a few new moves! The Falcon Rehab™ ROM (Range 
of Motion) Prone Cart will take the market by storm. Everyone is going 

to want one. I can hear the conversations now: “You mean to say, you don't have a ROM 
Prone Cart? Barbaric!”
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We are interested in clinician feedback on a 
name for this genuflecting device. I came up 
with "The Procrustenator", named after Pro-
crustes, of magical mythical bed fame. I am 
getting terrible resistance from Marketing, 
who have come up with no name at all (I be-
lieve that was the Cyclops, but Cyclops does 
not speak to the essence of this device).

So before you are accused of barbarism, 
check out the latest thing in positioning for 
those unable to put pressure on the sacral 
area. The ROM Prone Cart provides the 
length necessary for a tall adult, but can 
shorten its length to make maneuvering a 
breeze: Standard length is 72" (adjustable 
between 67" and 77"). Shown in figure 1 at 
180° and figure 2 at 90°, the elevating hip 
platform is adjustable to any point between 
those two positions. The elevating chest 
platform, as shown in figure 3, helps elimi-
nate fatigue and will keep you out and about 
for hours. Manual propel is standard, power 
drive upgrade is optional. Please see page 2 
for Specifications.

So don't be a pain in the ass! Get up and 
get out there. There are dishes to be done, 
windows to wash, and all the impedimenta 
the rest of us fill our lives with.

As with the regular prone carts (so passé), 
the ROM Prone Cart can be rented or 
purchased to suit your convenience.
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One medical center reports, "I have had a very interesting case where we used the device with considerable success to 
treat bilateral hip and knee contractures. The improvement has been dramatic and I had not really considered this 
application of the device until this patient. We are planning to publish the case, which should get you even more attention."



SPECIFICATIONS FOR FALCON REHAB™ 
ROM (RANGE OF MOTION) PRONE CART

General
Width 22"
Length extended 67" - 77" adjustable
Length kneeling 50" - 60" adjustable
Front wheels Manual drive 24" x 1 3/8"

Power drive * 14" x 3"
Rear wheels 8" x 1"
Seat belt 2 each
Maximum weight capacity 250 lb.
Upper trunk elevation 
(Chest Platform)

40°

Wheel Base Manual drive 42"
Power drive * 40"

Electronics
Platform functions 2 hardwire toggles
Batteries (not included) 2 each U1
Battery charger 24 volt 4 amp
Battery Alarm Voice prompts

Options
Limit switch (adjustable) Limits hip platform movement
Power drive Joystick controlled
Power assist wheels Push Rim Power Assist Wheels
Storage drawer Pull-out
Specialty controls for driving & 
platform control

Sip & puff, egg switches, ECU, etc.

IV pole
Pads Type width length depth

Leg 22" 28 1/4" 4"
Hip 22" 15" 4"
Chest 22" 28" 4"
V-wedges

Facial cut-out Custom size
Colostomy / ileostomy bag cut-out Custom size
Edge rollers Custom size
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
* Power drive is optional.


